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Compare: is that all there is? 

A look at concept analytics in the context of drug product information. 

 

How does one compare two documents that should have a degree of material 

similarity?  It depends on what the user wants the compare to uncover. 

If the user is trying to uncover topographical differences such as changes in word 

order, the addition or deletion of words or characters, changes in formatting (i.e. 

normal to italic), or changes in punctuation,  then the “track changes” model is a good 

one. It identifies, against the base document, differences in characters, words, 

formatting, white space, etc. found in the target document and highlights them as 

inserts or deletes, or sometimes as moves.     

Thus, comparing two versions of a document makes good sense; there will be 

differences between V1.2 and V1.3 but one does not expect V1.3 to be a total rewrite 

of V1.2. A few words or even paragraphs may have been added or deleted, and some 

formatting changed. The “track changes” will highlight, for the most part, incidences of 

change within a continuity of no change. This paradigm works because of what we are 

looking for: minor physical differences in what should otherwise be identical 

documents. 

It is true that uncovering word changes can have greater than topographical 

implications; a word can be an instantiation of an important concept. Its insertion or 

deletion can change the meaning of the document. This discovery is a beneficial but 

undesigned product of the “track changes” function, which does not and cannot weigh 

changes—that is, what is important and what is not. A coma is undifferentiated from 

nausea.  
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What if the user is not trying to uncover topographical differences? Uncovering 

topographical differences between an SmPC, a PL, and SPL is futile as these are 

expected to be topographically different. So if the user is not trying to uncover these, 

which by definition exist, what is the user trying to uncover? The user is trying to 

uncover conceptual similarities and differences—are the concepts presented in the 

documents the same or different? 

Since the track changes model of compare cannot uncover conceptual similarities or 

differences, the user has to do it manually. The first step is for the user to create a 

working data set upon which to base the analysis. To do this, the user reads the base 

document and identifies, in an essentially arbitrary manner1, what are believed to be 

key words or terms. These are, again in an essentially arbitrary manner, classified. 

When this manual analysis of the base document is complete, the target document is 

read and key terms are identified and placed in one of the base document’s 

classification buckets—or, if needed, new buckets are created. This preparatory 

strategy provides structure to what would otherwise be a random activity. This is a 

strategy than can only be described as: time consuming, exhausting, arbitrary, and 

demanding a high level of subject matter expertise. Value can be realized only after 

this labour intensive work is done. 

There is, for life sciences documents, an alternative. Software can do the laborious 

preparatory work so that the user can focus on the high level analysis. For the purpose 

of the discussion as it continues, “software” and “tool” are used in reference to i4i’s 

ALiCE2 solution.    

                                                 

1
 The identification is not 100% arbitrary; it is informed by the expertise of the reader.  However expert, 

the reader is only human and as such variable—thus assignments may vary for no discernible reason. 
2
 ALiCE – Authoring Lifecycle & Collaboration Environment  
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Concept analytics 

Concept analytics does two things: it creates a database of metadata for terms found 

in the documents of interest and then uses that metadata to compare documents.   

Metadata database 

The tool creates the database by parsing the document and identifying for each term 

the possible semantic or conceptual role(s) of the identified terms. It then stores in a 

database as metadata to the document: the terms, their conceptual role(s) and 

information on the location of the terms in the documents, the SNOMED or MedDRA 

or NDA preferred expression for the term, and a unique identifier for the term. This 

metadata is developed by using software that in part includes the UMLS3 semantic 

analysis tools. The UMLS tools have been selected so that the user of the i4i concept 

analytic software will be working with datasets that are recognized as authoritative by 

the regulator. The metadata and document management aspects of the metadata 

database as well as all the metadata analytics software are specific to i4i. 

Using the metadata: analysing document clusters 

Document clusters are collections of documents that are related in some manner. An 

example of a document cluster is a drug product’s set of regulatory information 

documents: SmPC, PL, SPL, CCDS, etc. Each of these documents describes, in its own 

distinct manner, the same product or some aspects of the same product. They are of 

course topographically different; thus comparing them with a track changes model 

returns an effectively meaningless result. They should however have a degree of 

conceptual similarity: what the product is indicated for, possible adverse events, 

contraindications, substances used, and so forth.   

                                                 

3
 The Unified Medical Language System® includes SNOMED, MedDRA, and NDF, as well as other 

datasets. 

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/
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Concept analytics is used to create a Document Cluster Report4, as shown below.  

 

This is a report of terms used in the document, grouped by semantic classification.  

The documents selected for the report shown above are related by virtue of being 

label documents for the product, Samsca tablets. What is shown is that all three 

documents, the SmPC, the PL and, the SPL, discuss the concept Body Substance and 

instantiate that concept in each document with the term fluid5. As can be seen, the SPL 

has two further instantiations, water and urine, to the SmPC or the PL. Two 

documents, the SmPC and the PL, discuss the concept of Age Group instantiated in the 

term children, while the SPL is silent on that matter. In all, over 600 terms from the 

three documents are classified and grouped for the user to review and determine the 

level and specifics of the documents’ similarities and differences. The user has at their 

immediate disposal the question: why is age group discussed in the SmPC and PL but 

not the SPL?  

                                                 

4
 The report is available in two formats, HTML for viewing a browser and csv for viewing and further 

manipulation in a spreadsheet. 
5
 It must be noted that term fluid is ambiguous as it can also be an instantiation of the concept Qualitative 

Concept.  This is identified further in the report.  The user elected to organize the display by concept; they 

could as easily have elected to display by term or section. 
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Supporting the data in the Document Cluster 

Report is a statistical analysis of the 

similarities of the documents in the cluster. 

Using the Cosine similarity algorithm6, the 

report determines a statistical degree of 

similarity. 

 

Using the metadata: finding similar 

documents 

Concept analytics can also be used to find 

documents. Consider the situation where the 

user is developing text for a regulatory 

document, an SPL or SmPC. Knowing which 

text has already been approved by the regulator can help in the defense process: “we 

are saying it this way because the following approved labels present the same concepts 

this way”. For instance, if the document in hand discusses toothaches and vertigo and 

allergic reactions, it would be helpful to find other documents that discuss the same 

matter.  

A simple text search for these terms will miss documents that discuss dental pain or 

dizziness or hypersensitivity. Toothache and dental pain are instantiated variants of the 

concept sign or symptom dental pain, while allergic reaction and hypersensitivity are 

variants of the concept pathologic function.    

The concept analytics SPL Similarity report finds similar documents by building a 

concept profile of the base document and finding SPLs with the same or similar 

profiles. A typical profile is complex and can have hundreds if not thousands of data 

                                                 

6
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosine_similarity 
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points. Finding similar profiles in a database of thousands of documents, each with 

their own complex profile can be time consuming and return many positives of 

marginal value. Because SPLs are structured content, the search can be narrowed to 

specific sections. In addition, the search can be limited to specific concepts found in 

the base document.  

This report lists the concepts and their instantiations in the base document, and the 

documents that have the same concepts and synonymous instantiations. 

For completeness, concept instantiations not found in the base document are 

presented at the bottom of the report.  

Using the metadata: other applications 

If concept analytics is used in a structured authoring environment, the metadata 

developed in the analysis process can be inserted into the source documents. This is 

done using XML markup as shown:  <concept CUI=’C0040460’ semantic_type=’sign or 

symptom’>toothache</concept>. This markup can be used to help navigate the 

document when, for instance, the user is looking to identify indications for an IDMP 

submission. The structured content is highlighted and a button navigates the user 

through the sign or symptom concepts in the document.   

Concept analytics can even enhance the translation process by providing specificity to 

concepts when the term in the base may be ambiguous. Example: cold, as in the cold is 
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annoying can be a natural phenomenon, a disease or symptom, or a physiologic 

function. Potentially ambiguous terms are identified and the user selects the desired 

meaning. This is held in the concept markup so as to inform the translator of the 

conceptual intent of the term. And of course if the concept is incorrectly interpreted 

and translated, a concept analytics of the back translation will uncover the conceptual 

difference. 

Summary 

Concept analytics is a tool. It eliminates or rationalizes the heretofore manual task of 

preparing topographically dissimilar documents for comparative analysis. It will not 

decide whether the identified differences or similarities are important or of no 

consequence; that is the role of the user of concept analytics. 

Concept analytics is not the tool of choice for a user who is asking the question: “What 

are the topological differences between these two documents; how do the documents 

visually line up?” Answering that question is the task of “track changes”. Concept 

analytics is the tool of choice for a user who is asking the question: “What is the same 

and what is different in the information these two documents are trying to deliver; how 

are these documents in information agreement?” 
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